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He korōria 
He maungārongo ki te whenua
He whakaaro pai ki ngā tāngata

On behalf of the Waka Hourua Māori and Pasifika Suicide Prevention Programme, Te Rau Matatini, I
would like to acknowledge Otara Board Fund for their commitment to their community. The resources
provide greater tools and expression in dealing with mental health for our Rangatahi and Pasifika
youth.

 

Kahu McClintock
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Te Rau Matatini
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Talking about suicide helps “We don’t have the words, but here are the numbers.”
Suicide should be spoken about and this odes not increase the chance of suicide.  

The Otara Boards Forum (OBF) was established in 1996 and is made up of Otara School Board of
Trustees chairpersons. The forum plays a major leadership role within the local community and
schools. There are strong community links; especially to Otara’s 17 schools, three local Marae and the
main Pacific groups in Otara.

OBF Deliver education services in the Otara community and deliver Early Childhood Education services
in the Otara and Manukau.

The Kīwai Rangahau, Te Rau Matatini’s research and evaluation team, was commissioned to undertake
a review of the Waka Hourua Fund. The focus of this specific review, therefore, was to assess and to
determine how Otara Board Forum’s programme implementation aligns to the overall intent, and
design of the Waka Hourua programme and what actually happened during its implementation (how
much, how well, and is anybody better off).

Waka Hourua goals identified by Otara Boards Forum that align to their project encompass the
following;
•     People are informed about and assisted to access the services available to them 
•     Community leaders empower people, foster resilience and bring people and resources together
•     Families, whānau and communities have stronger relationships and confidence to be able to talk
       about their difficulties
•     Families, whānau and communities are strongly connected to one another and people actively
       participate in the community
•     People bereaved by suicide receive the support they need within their families and whanau.
•     Families, whānau and communities have their own approaches and plans in place and are actively
       building resilience and reducing risks of suicide

This initiative also aligns with Goal 3 of the Waka Hourua Outcome Framework: Safe, confident, and 
engaged rangatahi specifically the pathways and indicators under Secondary Prevention: Targeting at-
risk individuals:    

Key Messages

Background

Pathways Indicators
• Support positive initiatives for rangatahi 

(culture, sport, learning, music) 
• Access to activities to foster positive 

engagement for rangatahi with learning
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Goal
Otara Boards Forum’s programme was composed of three projects; in-school programmes, Family/
Whānau/Community hui, and a Youth and Community Survey.

The in-school programmes sought to address issues of cultural identity, pride potential, healthy
relationships and sexuality. The Family/Whānau/Community Hui were for addressing topics like cyber
bullying, self-esteem. Both of these components were underpinned by a Youth and Community
Survey to provide evidence-based information to inform and direct future suicide prevention projects.
Waka Hourua Project: Kahui Whetu

Collectively these three projects within Kahui Whetu were designed to raise community awareness
and elevate community response to suicide prevention by building resilience, positive cultural identity
and leadership through in-school and community programmes to minimise the occurrence, harm and
impact of suicide within the Otara Community. The project included:

1. In-school programmes for five school, which reached 1,125 students and sought to address issues
     of cultural identity, pride potential, healthy relationships and sexuality in association with the
     school.  Topics covered included conflict management, self-defense, self-esteem, cyber bullying,
     healthy relationships and social media.

2. The Family/Whānau/Community Hui complemented the in school programmes.  These hui were
    held in churches, schools and halls, addressing topics such as cyber bullying, self-esteem, and
    included speakers from government organisation such as the police, support agencies and Youth
    Line.

3. The Youth and Community Survey provided evidence-based information from both a youth and
    wider community perspective, in order to develop a strategy that informs and directs future
    projects relating to suicide prevention.  

Otara Boards Forum Programme Deliverables

137 community members attended the community hui.
Lifeline Aotearoa assisted the delivery of the programme
alongside Otara resident Caroline Wilson, an active member
of the Pasifika community. Caroline brought a wealth of
local knowledge and her personal family experience with
suicide. The discussions that took place at the hui were well
facilitated and received.

There were three main outcomes from the hui were:
1. A significant increase in confidence and capacity in speaking about suicide.
2. Further training around suicide of recognised community leaders.
3. A community desire to further increase awareness about suicide within the Otara community, i.e.,
through schools, churches, youth groups.

OBF found that building the capacity and confidence of the community to speak about suicide was
essential to the success of the hui. Many of the attendees struggled with even saying the word
‘suicide’ out loud, especially those who had been personally affected. However, with the support
in the room, and the skills of the facilitator who shared her personal experience, a safe and close
environment to ask hard questions was created. Myths regarding talking about suicide encouraging
suicide were dispelled through honest and supportive discussion.

The relationship between Aotearoa Lifeline and OBF helped OBF to secure 18 places on the 2-day
training Applied Suicide Intervention Skills Training (ASIST) programme. ASIST is a two-day interactive
and practical course designed to help community members recognise suicidal signs through changes
in behaviour.

18 whānau members attended these in recognition of the importance of speaking about suicide
but also to continue the conversation and knowledge throughout the community. OBF will be
maintaining contact with these ‘community champions’ and have included the training as part of a
‘community champions’ training package that is being designed.

Programme Kahui Whetu Community Hui

3 4

Key Deliverables                                                      Key Performance Standards   Status
Compilation of Kahui Whetu 
in Schools Programme

•     Design of Kahui Whetu in Schools programme,
       including co-ordinator resources
•     Delivery of 10 programmes per year across five
        schools commenced (as identified within Otara
        community to included Kura kaupapa and other
        schools with high Māori & Pacific population

Fully 
Achieved

Kahui Whetu Community Hui  
x3

•     Delivery of 1 Hui with a minimum of 50 attendees
       per hui

Fully 
Achieved

Kahui Whetu in Schools 
Programme

•     Delivery of 10 programmes per year across five
       schools 

Fully 
Achieved

Completion of Youth & 
Community survey

•     Completion of Survey
•     Minimum of two hundred participants
•     Survey results are shared with community groups
       and key service organisations

Fully 
Achieved
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Resource Development 
The community hui encouraged OBF to create a resource that was visible, easy to find and provided 
families with a conversation point to be able to speak with their youth about suicide. From this, a 
fridge magnet was proposed on the thought that 

a)    families wanting to help but did not have the right words  
b)    not wanting to do the wrong thing
c)    wanting to reach out and help

The magnet was devised to be placed on the fridge but also to 
start a conversation that mirrored “We don’t have the words, but 
here are the numbers”.  With a distinctive, youthful and ‘Otara’ 
feel and colour scheme (red white and blue) a small number were 
produced for the community.  Long term OBF would also like to 
have them printed on the reverse side of student ID cards for local 
school, or as stickers for the back of a smartphone and will seek 
further funding at a later stage.

Future Recommendations 
OBF learning’s from the community hui and community feedback led them to make the following 
recommendation for the wider Waka Hourua programme

1. Lifeline Workshops in partnership with community groups/ providers to build confidence, capacity
    and awareness as part of a community champions programme.

2. Sponsorship for Maori and Pasifika community leaders (both youth and adults) to the two-day ASIST
    training 

3. Data collation of participants in advocating a push to have schools directly address the issue of
    suicide as part of their health education curriculum based on the evidence that talking about
    suicide reduces the risk of suicide.

4. Develop further strategies that enable families to speak directly about suicide

Introduction 
The purpose of the survey was to gauge rangatahi knowledge about suicide, its relevance, the issues
leading to suicide and how they access support and help. This survey was carried out over three
months with team members between 1 March and 31 May 2015. The OBF team reviewed existing
suicide surveys to assist in the development of the questions to devise the survey. A total number
of 223 surveys were completed however only 201 were answered fully, the answers from these
make up the results of this survey. The survey was conducted across a number of local Otara events
including the Otara Markets, with existing youth groups and as part of OBF existing youth and family
programmes/workshops with Rangatahi between the ages of 13 to 19 years of age. It took youth
approximately 3 – 8 mins to complete the survey. Care was taken to ensure that the surveys were
completed anonymously with all responses placed in a sealed box. On completion of the survey, a
team member then provided participants with brief advice, information and resources about how to
access help and support. Further to this OBF were also able to provide details of events being held
for further information including the community hui and youth workshops. The results of this survey
information have been distributed to the community and have assisted OBF further in the delivering
of youth programmes.

Survey Questions
The questions were as follows
1) Do you think 
      a) suicide is an issue for young people
      b) bullying is an issue for young people
      c) self-harm is an issue for young people

2) Do you think young people know 
      a) How to talk about suicide
      b) Access support about suicide/ or being suicidal
      c) Need to know how to talk about suicide/ being suicidal

3) Do you think you’re the adults in your family know 
      a) How to talk about suicide
      b) Access support about suicide/ or being suicidal
      c) Need to know how to talk about suicide/ being suicidal

4) What do you think contributes to young people committing suicide the most (please choose three)
      Expectations                                                                          Mental Illness
      Sexual Orientation                                                                Generation Difference
      Shame                                                                                     Relationships
      Family Pressure                                                                      Other

5. Where do you think young people go to talk about or get help about suicide (please choose three) 
      Parents                                                                                     Church Leader
      Friends                                                                                     Kaumātua
      Family Member                                                                      School Teacher/ Counselor
      Youth Leader                                                                           Online Website

Rangatahi Survey
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Waka Hourua
The Results
Gender
Of the 201 participants, 52% identified as female, 45% male and 3% as being transgender.   Similarly, 
the majority of respondents in the community hui were female at 57%.

Figure 1. Gender   

Ethnicity
Rangatahi were asked to identify their main ethnic group and other ethnic groups they identified with.
Thirty-Six percent identified with two or more ethnic groups, the rest only identifying one ethnic
group. Of the 201 rangatahi who completed the survey, the majority identified as being Samoan
(38%), followed by Maori (26%), Tongan (19%), Fijian (7%), Niuean (4%) with Others (including NZ
European, Asian and Indian) at 7%. These results differed from the results of OBF community hui
survey, where Maori represented at 12% of respondents, Samoan 60%, Tongan 10%, Niuean 11%,
Other remained at 7%.

School
Of the 201 participants, 78% still attended school including alternative education programmes.

Questions
Question One
Figure 2. What are the issues for young people?

Forty-three percent of the Rangatahi surveyed felt suicide was an issue.  Of the three most raised 
issues, 91% identified bullying as an issue and 61% identified self-harm as an issue.

Question Two
Figure 3. Do you think rangatahi know...

The majority of Rangatahi (72%) felt that they did not know how to talk about suicide or how to access 
support (65%).   Fifty-eight percent agreed however that rangatahi needed to know ‘how’ to talk to 
someone about suicide while 62% also agreed that Rangatahi need to know how to talk to someone 
who is suicidal.  

7 8
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Question Three 
Figure 4. Do you think the adults in your family know...  

Compared to the results of question two, the rangatahi identified adults in their family as knowing less 
than rangatahi about how to talk about suicide. Only 17% of the rangatahi choose yes to this question, 
and only 31% thought adults in their family knew how to access support.  The majority agreed that an 
adult in their family needed to know how to talk to someone who is suicidal (69%), with 51% agreeing 
that adults need to be able to talk about suicide. Interestingly, the community hui survey identified 
that before the hui, 87% respondents had little to no knowledge about suicide. The majority of these 
respondents were aged between 45 – 64 years.  

Question Four  
Figure 5. What do you think contributes to suicide? 

This question also asked rangatahi to identify up to three issues that they felt contributed to suicide.  
The top three were relationships (n = 159), shame (n = 145) and sexual orientation (n=133).  There 
was only an 11% difference between generation differences (n = 112), family pressure (n= 108) and 
expectations (101).  Of those who answered ‘Other’ the most common answer provided was bullying 
and body issues relating to weight, what people wear i.e. poorer families or home life.

The top three in the community hui survey were family pressure, shame and generational differences.

Question Five
Figure 6. Where do rangatahi go?

This question was asked to determine where rangatahi go to access help or talk about suicide?  
Participants were provided with a mixture of answers of which they had to select their main three.   Of 
the 201 participants, 193 rangatahi identified friends as the main place they go to seek advice and 118 
stated that rangatahi do not seek help to talk to someone.   While only 36 participants responded to 
‘Parent’ as an option, 81 marked ‘Family Member’ and stated older cousin, uncle or an aunt. 

Learnings
The learning’s from the survey related to Rangatahi included:
1. That suicide is seen as a lesser issue than bullying and self-harm.   
2. When the focus is about suicide, the majority of rangatahi indicated that they did not know how
    to talk about suicide or how to access help.  In light of this, the majority agree that there is a need
    to learn these skills and that they are important especially if someone they know is suicidal.
3. Rangatahi do not think that adults in their family know how to talk or access support regarding
    suicide but do think it is important.  These results align with the learnings from the community hui,
    where adults themselves identified that they have little or no knowledge about suicide.
4. Relationships, sexual orientation and shame are the topics rangatahi identified with as main issues.
5. Friends remain the number one point of support Rangatahi access or in many cases don’t access
    support at all.

9 10
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Recommendations
With the preceding learning’s the following recommendations were made:
1. To educate rangatahi and communities about suicide, which was also highlighted as a need at the
    community hui. If friends are the same age as those seeking assistance then, there is also a need
    to ensure that rangatahi are provided information and access about how to talk about suicide as the
    first point of support.  This type of training should also be compulsory for all community and youth
    workers, navigators, etc. As part of a set of key skill sets for anyone working with Rangatahi.
2. To ensure key messages around how to access support has a deliberate focus on vulnerable
    communities.  With a large number not accessing help, there is a need to investigate further what
    the issues are here and unpack to ensure rangatahi are aware of and able to access services.
3. Ability to drive change through joint linked initiatives between school and communities.  With the
    community sessions, all parents stated that this ‘new’ information learnt meant suicide should be
    spoken about and does not increase the chance of suicide.  This message is key!
4. Connect the shared learnings of rangatahi issues surrounding suicide to parents/ adult learnings.  If
    parents/ adults do not recognise the impact of issues such as a relationship break-up, then they may
    not recognise the signs or the depth of the issue on that Rangatahi.

Introduction

This programme was an exciting opportunity for OBF to work alongside rangatahi and schools in 
the delivery of a program.   Due to the timing and busyness of the schools, conversations began in 
mid – late 2014 with programme implementation in 2015.Sir Edmund Hillary Collegiate is made up 
of a primary, middle and high school and as part of our discussions, we were able to deliver across 
two of the schools.  Similarly, this applied to the Kura Kaupapa and the Whare Kura based at the 
Piripono Campus within Otara. Five Rangatahi facilitators were trained through the two-day ASIST 
programme and designed and implemented the training through three modules which focused on Self 
Confidence, Awareness and Cyber Bullying as a platform to discuss the issue of Suicide. Each session 
was 40 minutes long, covered topics included healthy relationships, self-awareness and how to seek 
help and advice and talk about suicide.  

A male and female facilitator as a minimum facilitated each programme with support from an 
additional OBF staff member also in attendance. The sessions combined activities including 
brainstorming, group discussion, role plays and encouraged rangatahi to be independent and 
collective in their thinking and interactive in their sharing.   Questions were asked anonymously and 
information provided during the hui about how to access support and information.  The content was 
aligned to be specifically relevant to the rangatahi but also building on their sense of community. 

Participants 
Figure 7. Gender

•     54% female and 46% male
•     82% came from Year 10 – 12
•     The majority of rangatahi identified as being Pasifika (76%) and 21% identified as Maori.   The
       largest ethnicity from the Pasifika group was Samoan.

The results
The programmes were successful with rangatahi feeling ‘safe’ about being able to speak and share 
their knowledge and understanding of suicide but also the importance of self-awareness and 
accessing help.  

Following the sessions:
•     95% stated that the facilitators and the sessions were very good to excellent.
•     90% of the Rangatahi agreed the content of the programme was relevant, fun and important.
•     100% of the Rangatahi agreed that they had increased their knowledge about suicide and how to
       access help.
•     98% identified the need to talk about suicide.

Feedback 
Feedback from Rangatahi was positive and below are some of the encouraging feedback OBF received:
“That was awesome!   Thought suicide was a pretty teets subject, like not talked about but good to 
know you can talk about it”  Becca (16)

“The presenters were really cool.  Thinking I would love to do this kind of work when you are getting 
out there teaching young people about important stuff.” Rangi (14)

“Suicide and bullying are pretty big things at the moment, so there’s heaps to talk about” Ina (13)

“we should do this all the time and talk about stuff that counts” Sio (14)

In School Programmes

11 12

School Programmes Numbers Attended
Piripono
Kura Kaupapa (Yr 7 –8 )
Whare Kura (Yr 9 – 13)

2 38

Sir Edmund Hillary Collegiate
Middle School (Yr 7-8)
High School (Yr 9 – 13)

4 91

Tangaroa College 4 85
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Cyber Bullying
An area that OBF developed as part of the school programme was specifically aimed at cyberbullying.  
In the development of this module, the Netsafe guide provided at http://www.cyberbullying.org.nz/
youngpeople/ was utilised as well as a number of other sites.

Topic addressed were based on discovering and identifying the types of cyberbullying and actions to 
prevent and minimise its impact including:
•     sexting
•     constant messaging
•     spying
•     digital disrespect 
•     defending your digital self and
•     dealing with the digital divide

This section generated discussions with students sharing their experiences related to Facebook, 
Snapchat, Instagram and general text messages.   All students felt it was an issue; however many 
felt it was just part of “growing up” in a digital generation. Using post-its, quizzes and brainstorms, 
students were allocated a particular subject i.e. sex texting, constant messaging and asked to provide 
both examples and actions of what cyberbullying was.  Often, the line between what was seen as 
cyberbullying was blurred and varied largely across the groups and the ages especially as it related to 
sex texting, body shaming and keyboard warriors/ trolling.  

While all agreed it was an issue; there were significant differences in what this meant and what it 
looked like. For example, in response to forwarding a body shaming image of a student, some students 
said:
•     “I didn’t take it I just shared it, so its not really the same”
•     “I wouldn’t call it cyber bullying…. if you put yourself out there like that then you get what you
       get”.   

Body shaming and rumours were of particular concern to the Pasifika students, and many felt that it 
was not something they could share or seek help from an adult.
When asked why Rangatahi felt cyber bullying was an issue the responses included
•     “because it’s easy and you can hide.  You don’t have to use your real name.”
•     “some people are always on their phone, so they get it all the time.  
•      “it’s [anonymous].  You can do it without getting caught and watch their faces when you text
         them.  If they freak out you can send more and they don’t know who it is”
•     “its easy to hurt someone and easy to feel hurt and embarrassed”

As a result of this component, OBF has included cyberbullying as a permanent feature of their youth 
leadership programmes moving forward.  And are working on developing the module further based 
on their learning’s and ensuring its relevance to their community and the whanau in Otara.   Including 
a community focus workshop co-facilitated with rangatahi to share with parents and community 
leaders.  OBF are also currently looking at the development of a mobile application to provide info, 
tips and how to access help as well.

Moving Forward
OBF are excited by the enthusiasm displayed by youth and the leadership of their words in wanting to 
share this issue.  Requests were also made to deliver programmes into the community, so some the 
rangatahi volunteered to run after school workshops with key facilitators on delivering key messages 
about suicide and bullying with the support of the schools, especially Sir Edmund Hillary and Tangaroa 
College.
  

One of the key developments that arose from the Kahui Whetu programmes was the formation of an 
OBF Youth Leadership group.  This leadership group are now receiving on-going support and training 
in how to speak with other students and adults about key issues such as suicide and bullying. This 
group will continue and developed in conjunction with the schools and other community groups.

Recommendations
1 That the issue of suicide is included in all youth health programmes.
2 Initiatives to encourage community providers to work closely with schools and alternative education
   providers to provide health education.
3 Build a network of youth champions within schools that share information and act as support to
   rangatahi.  By building the knowledge base of friends, can directly build the level of access rangatahi
   have to getting support based on the learnings from this project.
4 Work with schools to run out a school parent community hui so the information that rangatahi
   receive is also being provided to parents. 
5 Further development and implementation of cyberbullying awareness for youth, whānau and the
    community.
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